Spacial models of malfunctioned protein complexes help to elucidate signal transduction critical for insulin release.
Mutations in gene KCNJ11 encoding the Kir6.2 subunit of the ATP-sensitive potassium channel (KATP), a representative of a quite complex biosystem, may affect insulin release from pancreatic beta-cells. Both gain and loss of channel activity are observed, which lead to varied clinical phenotypes ranging from neonatal diabetes to congenital hyperinsulinism. In order to understand the mechanisms of the channel function better we mapped, based on the literature review, known medically relevant Kir6.2/SUR1 mutations into recently (2017) determined CryoEM 3D structures of this complex. We used a clustering algorithm to find hots spots in the 3D structure, thus we may hypothesize about their nano-mechanical role in the channel gating and the insulin level control. We also adapted a simple model of the channel gating to cover all currently known factors that can influence the KATP biosystem functions.